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EMCO Remote Deployment

Automated Remote Deployment of Software Applications to
Network PCs

Integrated  remote  deployment  tool  for  one-click  software  distribution  across  the  local  network.  It
helps  you  to  make  remote  software  deployment  by  replicating  changes,  performed  by  any
application  installation  or  uninstallation,  across  the  network.  Detected  file  system  and  registry
changes  can  be  automatically  transformed  to  installation  package,  ready  for  remote  deployment.
Deployment process is silent and clientless, and it doesn't require any configuration of remote PCs.

The main goal of EMCO Remote Deployment  is  automation of
software  management  and  reducing  efforts  required  for
applications installation,  uninstallation and  update.  In  general,
it gives you three main benefits.  First  - you can make remote
unattended deployment without physical visiting of each PC.
Second - installation process is  ful ly  automatic,  so  you  just
need  to  press  a  button  to  install  even  large  and  complex
application.  Third  -  you  can  make  mass  remote  software
deployment on multiple PCs in the local network in parallel.

As the result, you can make software deployment  much faster
and  easier  than  before.  Moreover,  you  can  centrally  manage
software installed across network  by  installing,  uninstalling  or
updating applications when it is required directly from you work
place.

Simple  concept  that  doesn't  require  any  special  knowledge  and  easy-to-use  interface  are  main  benefits  of  EMCO
Remote Deployment. All functions for installation package preparations and remote deployment  are combined in one tool
with simple intuitive interface.

Remote Deployment: Main Features

With EMCO Remote Deployment  the process of remote software installation is  extremely  easy and consists  of just  two
steps:  deployment  package  creation  and  its  remote  installation.  If  you  have  original  installation  or  uninstallation  to  be
replicated on remote  PCs,  the  first  step  can  be  fully  automatic.  You  only  need  to  press  the  button  in  EMCO  Remote
Deployment  and make a system snapshot  to capture current  state  of  file  system,  registry  and  services.  Then  you  can
follow installation  or  uninstallation  procedure  and  as  soon  as  it  will  be  completed  you  need  to  make  another  system
snapshot.  Comparing  information  from  two  snapshots  application  can  automatically  detect  changes  and  generate
deployment package.

Finally, when package is ready, you can scan network to detect  available PCs and select  those where you plan to install
package. Remote deployment process is executed in parallel on multiple PCs and works invisible for remote users.

Remote Software Deployment

Any installation or uninstallation process, executed locally,
can be replicated to one or multiple remote PCs to perform
mass  remote  software  installation  or  uninstallation.  No
client  modules  installation  or  special  remote  PCs
configuration is required.

Unattended software installation and uninstallation 

Mass application deployment to remote PCs

Silent deployment process on remote side

Automatic Deployment Package Generation

Deployment package is automatically prepared by taking two
OS  snapshots:  before  and  after  running  application
installation  or  uninstallation  procedures.  Detected  file
system,  registry  and  other  changes  are  included  into  the
package.

Package generation installation and uninstallation 

Fast snapshoting process (less than one minute)

Snapshoting processes requiring system reboot
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Remote Deployment Services

Automated  deployment  gives  you  an  ability  to  remotely
install  software  to  any  node  in  your  network,  located  in
domain  or  workgroup.  You  only  need  to  have  an
administrative  access  to  remote  PC  in  order  to  make
remote installation.

Schedule  deployment  by  adding  task  to  Windows
schedule 

Execution  of  defined  process  before  and  after
deployment

E-mail notifications upon remote installation completion

Deployment Package Settings

Deployment package includes set of file system, registry and
services changes that can be replicated to remote PCs.  It  is
environment-independent, so you can deploy  it  to computers
with different OS and system settings.

Using  system  variables  instead  of  platform-specific
paths 

Automatic filtering of configured resources modification

Starting and stopping services in scope of installation

Awards

Year after year,  EMCO  Remote  Deployment  receives  various  awards  from  editors  and  readers  of  leading  IT resources.
These awards are acknowledgement of the advanced product design, good usability and our commitment to quality.

Advantages and Benefits

Following is a list of top advantages and unique features that distinguish the product  among others  on the market.  Take a
look how you can use product features in your day-to-day work and what benefits you can get from it.

Simplify Software Management and Make One-Click Software Distribution

Applications installation,  uninstallation  and  update  are  usual  tasks  for  system  administrators  who  manage
software across the company or organization.  They  can  take  a  lot  of  time  if  you  need  to  repeat  the  same
installation or uninstallation operation multiple times on different  PCs.  In  the  most  cases  during  installation
you  select  same  options  each  time,  but  you  need  to  repeat  the  same  procedure  on  multiple  computers.
EMCO  Remote  Deployment  can  save  you  from  such  routine  tasks  -  it  allows  you  to  capture  changes
performed by installation or uninstallation process and replicate changes to selected PCs in automatic  mode.
It significantly reduces required time and efforts, so you can distribute software and updates much easier and
faster than before.

Distribute Any Installation, Uninstallation or Update Remotely

Most of existing installations and uninstallations aren't  ready  for  remote  mass  deployment,  because  of  two
reasons. First - they have interactive setup wizard where users need to select  options.  Second - they are not
compatible with remote deployment tools. EMCO Remote Deployment helps you to make them no-interactive
and ready for remote deployment  with no efforts  from your side.  You only  need to let  application  take  a  file
system  and  registry  snapshot,  then  execute  original  installation  or  uninstallation  process  and  finally  take
another  snapshot  after  installation.  EMCO  Remote  Deployment  can  automatically  detect  changes  and
prepare  deployment  package  that  is  ready  for  automatic  mass  deployment  to  remote  PCs.  Using  this
approach you can convert any installation, uninstallation or update to the format,  which is  suitable for remote
deployment.
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Use Easy Remote Deployment Solution and Save on Learning

Do you think thinking that remote deployment  is  very  complex task  that  requires  a special training and lot  of
knowledge and experience? For most deployment tools it's a true - even after long and expensive training you
can feel uncomfortable when you need to make real-life remote installation.  But  EMCO Remote Deployment
is  different.  It's  focused  only  on  remote  deployment  tasks,  so  it's  not  overloaded  by  hundreds  options,
programming structures  and other stuff,  than can confuse you.  Instead it  provides  completely  visual,  simple
interface  required  for  performing  deployment  tasks,  clear  even  for  non-technical  people.  It  requires  only  5
minutes for self-learning to be prepared for the first real-life deployment task.

Have All Required Features in the One Application

You may know that integration problems are one of most frequently occurring for system administration.  They
can  happen,  for  example,  when  the  package  for  remote  deployment  was  prepared  by  one  application  and
installed by another, especially if they come from different vendors. But using EMCO Remote Deployment you
will  never  face  such  kind  of  problems,  because  it's  a  fully  integrated  solution  that  covers  all  deployment
stages - from package preparation to its  remote installation.  In  addition  to  benefiting  from  better  stability  of
such  integrated  solution  you  can  also  save  a  lot  of  costs,  because  you  need  to  purchase  only  one,
specialized product.

Perform Remote Software Installation According With a Schedule

In  many  cases  it's  not  enough  to  launch  a  remote  installation  interactively  from  the  application  interface.
Sometimes  you  need  to  execute  deployment  tasks  automatically,  according  with  a  schedule.  To  make  it
possible,  EMCO  Remote  Deployment  has  a  special  command-line  interface  that  allows  executing  main
application  actions  through  command-line,  from  batch  files  and  schedules.  It  also  has  special  options  for
integration with the Windows Task Scheduler in order to put  remote deployment  tasks to Windows schedule
for execution at defined time. 

EMCO Remote Deployment Links

Product Overview: http://emcosoftware.com/remote-deployment

Downloads: http://emcosoftware.com/remote-deployment/download

Purchase: http://emcosoftware.com/remote-deployment/purchase
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